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The Bullsheet, a forum for news, humor, and community dialogue, is funded by DCGA, is 
hanging on for dear life, and is printed each day that classes are in session. Submissions 
must be sent before our editors shamble into the office for next day submission via e-mail 
to: bullsheet@denison.edu. Submissions herein solely reflect the opinions of the authors.
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IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT

 Now that the Bullsheet newbies have been announced it is important that we make sure that they are aware of all the rights and responsi-
bilities they gain (and lose) as a member of the staff:

 THEY NO LONGER GET IN TROUBLE FOR STEALING HORSES: 
	 The	Denison	Equestrian	team	better	watch	out.	We	are	coming,	and	the	world	will	never	be	the	same.	The	Denisonian	office	will	be	con-
verted into stables for our new horses.

 THEY ARE NO LONGER FAST PAST ELIGIBLE:
 The Bullsheet is a group of law-abiding citizens. We would never even imagine committing a crime like spending exorbitant sums of 
money in order to sit in a slightly smaller line.

 THEY CAN BOARD PLANES IN THE PRIORITY BOARDING QUEUE:
 All	Bullsheet	members	have	served	in	the	Air	Force	(James	was	dishonorably	discharged).	Which	means	that	they	can	board	the	airplane	first.	
How fun! We get to sit on the plane for an extra thirty minutes while we wait for everyone to board!! That’s the perfect time to not write articles.

 THEY MUST LEARN HOW TO DOUGIE:
 It is still unknown who will teach us how to dougie, but they are going to learn somehow.

 THEY GET A FREE DOSE OF MODERNA:
	 The	Bullsheet	has	been	stockpiling	vaccines	since	1993.	Our	latest	batch	of	Moderna	vaccines	(which	we	keep	in	the	office	fridge—right	
next to the open red bull and slice of sentient bologna) is ready to roll! Each current member of staff has already pumped themselves with enough 
vaccine to kill a horse, so we got to share the wealth somehow.

 THEY GET FREE GLUE:
 We recently came into the possession of the body of a horse. Apparently horses do not need vaccines (we would like to apologize to the 

Denison Equestrian team, the Denisonian Staff, and George the local Farrier). Elmer on the other hand is quite happy with us.

          -William Kelsey ‘23, Pledge Coordinator

RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES

You can submit content!

Please submit content.

Email it to us?

bullsheet@denison.edu

You know you really want to!

It’ll be fun!

Check it off your bucket list!

You could be having as much fun as the guy on the left!

Or maybe even the other dude!



Charlie “Managing Editor” Schweiger, Mongolian Shaman

Elizabeth “???” Arterberry, Professional Clown
Maggie “Junior Writer” Bell, Amateur Clown

Blythe “Sophomore Writer” Dahlem, Over the Moon
Ellie “Sophomore Writer” Schrader, Rat Whisperer

William “Sophomore Writer” Kelsey, Snot Technician
Emma “Carpet Designer” Rutherford, Sophomore Writer

  James “Junior Editor” Whitney, Weasel Therapist
Jack “Junior Editor” May, Beer Wizard

Betsy “Sophomore Editor” Wagner, Nocturnal Shrimp
      Katie “Head Writer” Kerrigan, Financial Advisor

Staff “job” Box

73 THINGS MICK THINKS ARE COOL
1. Taking out your garbage

2. Studying for your test

3. Flossing (Dental Act)

4. Flossing (Dance)

5. Saying hi to your professors

6. Saying goodbye to your professors

7. Reading the bullsheet

8. Not reading the denisonian

9. Asking weinberg about his tattoo

10. Wearing deodorant 

11. Eating food

12. Pooping

13. Flushing the toilet

14. Saying hi to Jack May

15. Eating a kraft single

16. Flossing

17. Wearing a mask

18. Doing your homework

19. Meeting new people

20. Flossing

21. Wearing socks

22. Taking showers

23. Taking notes

24. Charging your computer

25. Flossing

26. Keeping the fan on when you sleep

27. Asking for help

28. Paying taxes

29. Drinking water

30. Charging your phone at night

31. Writing a bullsheet article with no good ideas

32. Writing a bullsheet article for the first time with 

no good ideas

33. Doing fun things with your friends

34. Taking a walk

35. Breathing

36. Knowing what to do in situations

37. Job interviews

38. Having a good time

39. Knowing its okay to cry

40. floss your teeth

41. Having a first name

42. Having a middle name

43. Having a last name

44. Wearing glasses

45. Dancing

46. Listening to music

47. Watching T.V.

48. Telling people that Steve Carell went here

49. Telling people that Steve Carell was a Burpee

50. Getting vaccinated

51. Learning new things

52. Putting a dental string through all of your teeth in 

order to clean them

53. Listening to Ed Sheeran 

54. Trivia

55. Having a crippling fear of death and the future

56. Studying

57. Listening to spotify

58. Adding “SKI” to the end of all your words

59. Getting Married

60. Hope.

61. Love.

62. Peeing on the side of the toilet bowl to be quiet

63. Eating healthy

64. Flossing

65. Buying stuff on DH gate

66. Living on West Quad

67. Going to the moonies

68. Eating at the nest

69. :)

70. Making funny jokes

71. Holding hands

72. Watching disney movies

73. “Conditioning” -Mick Smith, Freshman Writer


